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Abstract. In this report, we present a solution for robust scalable extraction and exploita-
tion of knowledge from unstructured text. The robustness is achieved by an application of
our novel light-weight, similarity-based knowledge representation framework and respective
inference services. The scalability is ensured by the framework's straightforward anytime
implementation on the top of a relational database back-end. The potential of our work is
exemplied within an oncological literature search scenario, which was motivated by and
evaluated with domain experts.
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1 Introduction
Life science researchers and practitioners are facing serious information overload. Vast amounts of
knowledge are available in various unstructured resources (e.g., scientic publications). Nonetheless,
it is virtually impossible to exploit the knowledge in a comprehensive way with the state-of-the-
art solutions like full-text search. They may still return quite a lot of results that need to be
processed manually before nding appropriate answers. Due to the inadequacies of the traditional
text mining, the life science community demands more \semantic" solutions that would enable
searching for integral concepts and their relations instead of mere key words [18, 28].
Imagine for instance nding a support of the claim that acute granulocytic leukemia is dierent
from T-cell leukemia. With the current solutions, it is easy to nd articles that contain both or
either of the terms, however, the number of results may be quite high (e.g., 593 on PubMed, a
biomedical publication search engine hosted at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/). It is
tedious to go through all results to nd out which of them actually mention the two leukemias
being dierent. If one was able to search directly for the statement expressing the dierence of the
acute granulocytic leukemia and T-cell leukemia concepts, it would narrow the relevant result set,
substantially reducing the time needed to get a comprehensive query answer.
1.1 Motivation
Before we can expose the publication knowledge|i.e., concepts, their various lexical labels and
relations between concepts |for search, we have to identify and annotate it in a machine readable
way rst. However, a deep manual annotation of knowledge in unstructured text is virtually
impossible, or at least economically intractable in large scale [4].
Several (semi)automated solutions to the ecient knowledge acquisition from unstructured tex-
tual data have been proposed. One of the most prominent approaches is ontology learning from
text [26] combined with the emergent semantics principles [1, 24, 31]. The automatically extracted
emergent knowledge is dynamic, often explicitly vague, potentially inconsistent and incorrect,
though [10, 20]. This hampers its direct exploitation by the traditional|mostly logics-based|
querying and inference frameworks [4, 20]. Approaches handling noisiness and uncertainty within
traditional KR&R have been proposed in the literature (e.g., in [7]), yet a practical, robust and
general-purpose modelling covering the emergent, automatically extracted knowledge is deemed
hardly possible using the prevalent paradigms [33]. Even if the noisiness of learned ontologies was
remedied, there are still two major challenges, both related to the prevailing logics-based onto-
logical knowledge representation formalisms. First, the typically rather simple structure of the
automatically created ontologies does not allow for many non-trivial logical conclusions [20, 4].
Second, when there are any complex structures (e.g., instance axioms) present in the learned or
automatically populated ontologies, their exploitation by querying may quickly become intractable.
This is mainly due to data complexity limitations of the logical methods [21]. The poor scalability
could be remedied using an ecient storage back-end, such as a relational database. However,
a loss-less transformation of expressive logics-based ontologies into the relational model is rather
cumbersome, since the resulting database schemata are either dicult to maintain in a dynamic
environment, or allow only for limited inference services [8, 5].
Facing the problems discussed so far, we have set to explore alternative inspirations in order to
deliver ecient and robust means for emergent knowledge processing. Recent advances in neuro-2 DERI TR 2009-03-23
science [15] show that the most robust inference engines we know of|people|do not actually use
logical principles in order to cope with noisy and incomplete information eciently. [15, 17] suggest
that an empirical similarity-based inference is more appropriate (although possibly incomplete and
unsound) in practical settings involving noisy and uncertain data. We believe an appropriately
formalised and eciently implemented framework stemming from these inspirations will eventually
enable cost-eective knowledge-based search in (life science) publications.
1.2 Contributions and Structure of the Paper
Building on the above motivations, we introduce a light-weight, essentially empirical and similarity-
based framework called EUREEKA (a permutated acronym for Easy to Use Empirical Reasoning
about Automatically Extracted Knowledge). It is tailored to the representation and exploitation
of noisy and sparse emergent knowledge and can employ the abundance of legacy (life science)
ontologies in order to process the automatically extracted facts more sensibly. Last but not least,
unlike from the expressive \heavy-weight" logical formalisms, it can be conveniently implemented
on the top of a relational database, providing for ecient data management.
Basic principles of the proposed emergent knowledge representation framework and respective
inference services are covered in Section 2. Section 3 presents a straightforward and ecient any-
time implementation of the framework using the state-of-the-art relational database technology.
Sections 2 and 3 deliver the core technical contributions of the report. A proof-of-concept appli-
cation of the framework to knowledge-based oncological literature search is described in Section 4.
An experimental evaluation performed with real-world data and domain experts is reported in Sec-
tion 5. We provide a related work overview and conclude the report in Sections 6, 7, respectively.
2 Tackling Emergent Knowledge
2.1 Representation and Integration
As can be observed for instance in [10], the output of automatic knowledge extraction (i.e., ontology
learning) techniques can mostly be reduced to various types of binary relations between sets of
lexical entities. These relations may possibly occur in a negative form (e.g., dierence or relations
extracted from negative grammatical constructions). Finally, the ontology learning results usually
come with a heuristically computed condence measure. A respective compact representation of
emergent concepts and knowledge bases is given by the following denition.
Denition 1 Concept is a square matrix A with elements ai;j 2 [ 1;1]; i 2 I;j 2 I, where
I is an index set. Let M be a set of all concepts, L a set of lexical expressions that may refer
to concepts in M and L a set of fuzzy sets [40] dened on the L universe. We dene lexical
interpretation  as a bijection  : M ! L. Index assignment binding the concepts and indices
together is then a bijection ind : M ! I such that ind(A) = ind(B) i (A) = (B). Regarding
concept equivalence, we call concepts strongly equal, A = B, i ai;j = bi;j for all i;j 2 I, and
weakly equal, A ' B, i ind(A) = ind(B). Knowledge base is a tuple (K;IK;LK;indK;K),
where K  M;IK  I;LK  L and indK;K are corresponding index assignment and lexical
interpretation mappings.DERI TR 2009-03-23 3
The sets M;L;I can be understood as the conceptual, symbolic and real world domain, res-
pectively, in the perspective of semiotic triangle [30] (considering I as a set of unique identiers
of entities existing in universe). The ;ind mappings (and their inverses) can then be understood
along the symbolisation and reference relations in the triangle. The intuition behind the fuzzy
character of  is the fact that concepts are usually referred to by more than onelexical expression.
Moreover, these expressions have uneven degrees of relevance w.r.t. the particular concept (e.g., \a
reasoning erected primate" is slightly more relevant to the \human" concept than \a bipedal animal
without feathers", while the \human" expression is one of the most relevant).
The introduced matrix notation for concepts is convenient due its conciseness, however, we can
use also a more human-readable and explanatory statement notation, closely following the standard
RDF(S) terminology [9]. A concept A can be expanded as a conjunction <s : p1 : o1>ap1;o1 AND
<s : p2 : o2>ap2;o2 AND ...AND <s : pn : on>apn;on of particular subject : predicate : object
statements1. s = ind(A) and n is the number the of non-zero elements in A. pi;oi are the row and
column indices, respectively, of the particular non-zero matrix element. The element values api;oi
represent the degrees of certainty about the fact that the actual relation ind 1(pi) holds (or does
not hold for api;oi < 0) between ind 1(s) and ind 1(oi).
Example 1 Consider for instance the concept T-cell leukemia, being certainly a type of the
concept disease and certainly not a type of (i.e., dierent from) the concept infection according
to a human expert. The respective concept matrix A may look like this (omitting the zero elements):
SAMPLE-URI#1 SAMPLE-URI#3 SAMPLE-URI#4
SAMPLE-URI#2 1.0 -1.0
The corresponding statement notation would be:
<SAMPLE-URI#1 : SAMPLE-URI#2 : SAMPLE-URI#3>1:0 AND <SAMPLE-URI#1 : SAMPLE-URI#2 : SAMPLE-URI#
4> 1:0
The SAMPLE-URI#2, SAMPLE-URI#3 and SAMPLE-URI#4 indices correspond to matrices B, C
and D, respectively, regarding the ind mapping. The lexical interpretation  is dened as follows
then: (A) = (S1;1);(B) = (S2;2); (C) = (S3;3);(D) = (S4;4), where (S1;1);(S2;2);
(S3;3) and (S4;4) are fuzzy sets such that 1(T-cell leukemia) = 1, 2(type of) = 1, 3(di-
sease) = 1;4(infection) = 1.
Note that contrary to logics-based knowledge representation formalisms, the concepts intro-
duced in Denition 1 do not have any model-theoretic semantics, i.e., they are not abstract classes
of particular individuals. Their rather uid light-weight semantics are dened only by their relations
(and similarities) to other concepts. This allows for very exible (meta)modelling. For instance,
a concept may change to a \class" from an \individual" (in the model-theoretic sense) when it
becomes a super-type of another concept in dynamic empirical settings. An example of such situa-
tion is learning that an assumed \individual" myelogenous leukemia actually has chronic and acute
sub-types. As seen in Example 1, we may also conveniently model dierence (i.e., disjointness) of
concepts using mutual negative type relations. These conform to the intuitive notion of dierence.
Yet they are much easier to handle than the respective complement-subsumption logical semantics,
1Note that without loss of generality, URIs may serve as concept indices in the statements. Consequently, ind
 1
de facto plays a role of the URI dereference. To facilitate readability, we provide simply lexical terms instead of
indices or URIs in the examples throughout the paper, though.4 DERI TR 2009-03-23
which are often the principal reasons of inconsistencies and/or inference intractability [20]. The
light-weight semantics of concepts can be arbitrarily extended using custom conjunctive rules with
negation (see Section 2.2 for details).
The actual semantics of the element values (degrees) in the concept matrices are deliberately left
unrestricted, since they are meant to capture heuristic condence bound to emergent statements.
The condence may be based on statistics, but also on arbitrary measures assigned either by people,
or by various knowledge extraction algorithms. Thus no particular mathematical formalism can
be used for the degree interpretation in general. Users can, however, impose a specic semantics
on degrees later on when consuming the data stored in an empirical knowledge base. The most
straightforward approach is interpreting the absolute values bound to the positive and negative
facts as membership degrees, following the fuzzy sets formalism [40]. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets [12]
can be used for more straightforward interpretation of positive and negative degrees as membership
and non-membership measures, respectively.
Crucial for the inference services in EUREEKA is the notion of similarity, formalised using
metrics on M.
Denition 2 Semantic metrics class 
 is a set of parametrised functions H : M2 ! R+
0 for
all ;  H  I2 such that: (1), H is a metric on M; (2), in order to compute H(A;B), only
elements ai;j;bi;j with (i;j) 2 H are taken into account. We can dene a partial ordering  on 
,
such that H1  H2 i H1  H2. Dually to distance, we dene graded concept similarity2 as
H : M2 ! (0;1];H(A;B) = 1
1+H(A;B). A partial ordering v on the set of all similarities can be
dened as H1 v H2 i H1  H2.
An example metrics is H(A;B) =
P
(i;j)2H jai;j  bi;jj, or a normalised alternative H(A;B) =
1
jHj
P
(i;j)2H jai;j   bi;jj. The dependence on the H set allows for graded modelling of specic
distances, inuenced only by certain relations instead of all relations possible. The specicness
of the particular distances (or the dual similarities) is directly related to the  ordering, i.e., if
H1  H2, then H1 is more specic than H2. Specic similarities are particularly useful when
we want to retrieve content from a knowledge base { e.g., all concepts being type of a disease and
treated by radiological methods. We can form a respective query concept and check the knowledge
base for matrices with specic similarity regarding the two query properties higher than a given
threshold. Comparison regarding all possible properties would generally retrieve much smaller sets
of appropriate answers for large knowledge bases with many properties present, which is not the
intuitively expected behaviour.
We can distinguish certain prominent types of similarity functions according to the H parameter.
First, let (A;B) = I2(A;B) be a similarity between A and B (a general comparison). Second, let
     (A;B) = f(i;j)jbi;j6=0g(A;B) and   !  (A;B) = f(i;j)jai;j6=0g(A;B) be a similarity of B to A and
A to B, respectively (a specic comparison of either B to A, or A to B, based on the respective
non-zero elements). Third, let (A;B) = f(i;j)jai;j6=0^bi;j6=0g(A;B) be an intersection similarity
between A and B (a comparison based only on the elements A and B have in common). Quite
clearly,  v   !  v ; v      v .
Example 2 The similarity   !  of the following concept (with the subject indicating a variable)
2The duality w.r.t. the distance is ensured by the conformance to two intuitive conditions { inverse proportionality
and equality to 1 when the distance is 0.DERI TR 2009-03-23 5
<?X : type : disease>1:0 AND <?X : type : acute granulocytic leukemia> 1:0
to the concept
<T-cell leukemia : type : disease>1:0 AND <T-cell leukemia : type : acute granulocytic leukemia> 0:65
AND <T-cell leukemia : type : infection> 0:6 3
is about 0:851 when using the H(A;B) = 1
jHj
P
(i;j)2H jai;j   bi;jj distance as a basis for the simi-
larity computation. The respective  similarity between the concepts is about 0:753 then. Note that
both similarities are relatively high, suggesting that T-cell leukemia might be an instance of ?X
to a certain degree.
Concepts stored in a knowledge base can arbitrarily change in the emergent settings, which is
supported by the following operation (note that the possible updates of the indK;K mappings are
technical issues dependent on the particular implementation and thus omitted in the denition).
Denition 3 Concept change u;v : M2 ! M;u;v 2 [0;1] is a parametrised binary operation
such that u;v(A;B) = C, where ci;j = u;v(ai;j;bi;j). u;v : [ 1;1]2 ! [ 1;1] is a so called
element change function dened as follows: (1), for x 6= 0, u;v(x;0) = x; (2), for y 6= 0,
u;v(0;y) = y; (3), for x;y 6= 0, u;v(x;y) = F(ux;vy), F being an ordered weighted averaging
(OWA) operator3.
The change operation can be understood as a simple, yet useful formal model of cognitive
learning and attitude change as studied in psychology [19], i.e., acceptance, rejection or modication
of the attitude on a topic|a relation between two concepts in our case|according to the current
content of the knowledge base and persuasive emergent facts. The purpose of the u;v parameters
is to reect the \persuasion potential" (weight) of particular knowledge sources being incorporated
w.r.t. the already known content. For instance, they may be set as u = 1;v = 1 for presumably
correct and equally trusted knowledge from manually created ontologies, u = 0:9;v = 1 for input
knowledge from a resource more trusted than the actual content, or u = 1;v = 0:75 for less trusted
learned data.
Using an appropriate selection of the F operator (see [39] for details on possible choices), one
can model various types of concept change. The following are the most prominent special cases:
(i) F as the min function { gives strict preference to the negative or less certain facts, which
is perhaps not very practical in most realistic settings; (ii) F as the max function { gives strict
preference to the positive or more certain facts, which may be practical when negative knowledge
is rather sparse and/or less trusted among the input data; (iii) F as the arithmetic mean function
{ aggregating both current and new values, possibly adjusting their relative relevance according
to u;v, though; (iv) F with a dynamic weight vector derived according to the particular u;v;x; y
values4 to model weighted arithmetic mean { similar to the previous case, however, resulting in the
actual u;v =
ux+vy
u+v function instead of u;v =
ux+vy
2 .
3Dened in [39] as F(a1;:::;an) =
Pn
j=1 wjbj, where bj is the j-th largest of the ai and wj are a collection of
weights (also called a weight vector) such that wj 2 [0;1] and
Pn
j=1 wj = 1. Note that we use the additional u;v
weights in order to explicitly capture the relative relevance of the u;v rst and second argument independently from
their relative sizes.
4Essentially only one value w fully dependent on u;v;x;y is to be derived, since the remaining element of the
OWA weight vector of size 2 is equal to 1   w.6 DERI TR 2009-03-23
Example 3 Imagine that we learn from a natural language text that T-cell leukemia is dierent
from acute granulocytic leukemia with condence 0:8, and that T-cell leukemia is a type
of infection with condence 0:2. Assuming the 0:8 relevance for the learning algorithm when
compared to the 1:0 relevance of human expert, the T-cell leukemia concept from Example 1 has
to be updated using 1:0;0:8 regarding the new ndings. The changed concept is described as follows
then (degrees computed using the dynamic weighted mean OWA operator):
<T-cell leukemia : type : disease>1:0 AND <T-cell leukemia : type : acute granulocytic leukemia> 0:8
AND <T-cell leukemia : type : infection> 0:4 6
Besides direct concept incorporation by the change operation, one has to be able to aggregate
multiple concepts evenly as well. This is particularly useful for instance when merging concepts
from multiple equally trusted sources before their actual incorporation into the known content, or
when aggregating intermediate inference results.
Denition 4 Concept aggregation is a function  : 2M ! 2M; (X) = f(Sl)jSl 2 Sg,
where S is a set of the equivalence classes on X w.r.t. '.  : 2M ! M is a function aggregat-
ing weakly equal matrices A1; :::;An into a matrix B with elements bi;j = F(x1;:::;xk), where
x1;:::;xk are the respective non-zero ai;j values among A1; :::;An and F is an OWA operator.
The function essentially merges the weakly equal input concepts into one matrix without ex-
plicitly prioritising any argument. The actual F operator selection results in various aggregation
characteristics, most notably the following: (i) F as the max function { either the most trusted
positive, or the least trusted negative degrees prevail, leading to the general preference of positive
knowledge; (ii) F as the min function { either the most trusted negative, or the least trusted
positive degrees prevail, leading to the general preference of negative knowledge; (iii) F as the
arithmetic mean function { an aggregation treating both positive and negative knowledge evenly.
Example 4 An aggregation of the T-cell leukemia concept updated in Example 3 with the fol-
lowing concept of the same relevance (e.g., learned, too, but from dierent data)
<T-cell leukemia : type : acute granulocytic leukemia> 0:5 AND <T-cell leukemia : type : infection> 0:8
would result in this update (degrees computed using arithmetic mean OWA operator):
<T-cell leukemia : type : disease>1:0 AND <T-cell leukemia : type : acute granulocytic leukemia> 0:65
AND <T-cell leukemia : type : infection> 0:6 3
2.2 Inference and Querying Services
So far we have covered the light-weight emergent knowledge representation and integration. In the
following, we provide means for arbitrary user involvement in renement and exploitation of the
emergent knowledge bases.
We enable custom semantics specication and query-answering via simple, yet already quite
powerful uncertain conjunctive rules and queries with negation.
Denition 5 Rule is composed of antecedent and consequent statement sets, bound in a condi-
tional expression with a weight w:
<s1 : p1 : o1>d1 AND ...AND <si : pi : oi>di !w <si+1 : pi+1 : oi+1>di+1 AND ...AND <sn : pn :
on>dnDERI TR 2009-03-23 7
sk;pl;om can be either variables, or ground concept identiers. A brief rule notation ( b A; b C;w) com-
presses the antecedent and consequent statements into the respective b A; b C sets of concept matrices.
Query is a rule with no associated weight and an empty consequent set.
The understanding of rules is quite usual { if the antecedent statements are satised by a data set
(i.e., an empirical knowledge base), the consequent statements are added to the data set, taking the
weight of the rule into account within the addition process (materialisation). Similarly for queries
{ if the query statements are satised by a set of concepts, the concepts are returned, taking the
actual similarity of the query to the queried data into account, though.
More specically, to determine the satisfaction of rule R = ( b A; b C;w) antecedents w.r.t. a
concept set K, we rst compute F(S), where F is an OWA operator and S is a vector of similarities
  !  (A;B) regarding all instantiated matrices5 A 2 b A and the respective B 2 K matrices such that
B ' A. If F(S)   (a threshold), a set of 1 F(S);w(CK;C) elements is to be added to K, where
CK;C range through K and instantiated consequent matrices from b C such that CK ' C. For a
query Q = ( b A;;;nil), the answers are concepts F(S)AK, where AK are all concepts from K such
that AK ' A, ranging through all instantiated matrices A corresponding to the b A antecedent set.
The intuition behind setting the parameters for the u;v concept change application within the
consequent concept addition is as follows. The relevance of the current knowledge base content w.r.t.
rule consequents being incorporated should be inversely proportional to the aggregated similarity
of the antecedents (i.e., the less closely the antecedents are matched, the lower importance the
consequents have in case of a conict). For queries, we merely retrieve concepts from the knowledge
base following the antecedent set instantiation. The retrieved concepts are, however, weighed by
the aggregate similarity to reect the degree of the actual match.
Example 5 Let us consider K consisting of two concepts A:
<T-cell leukemia : type : non-Hodgkin's lymphoma>0:8 AND <T-cell leukemia : type : leukemia>0:8
and B:
<non-Hodgkin's lymphoma : type : leukemia>1:0
Application of the rule <?X : type : ?Y>1 AND <?Y : type : ?Z>1 !1 <?X : type : ?Z>1 on K
results in ?X, ?Y, ?Z being instantiated to T-cell leukemia, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, leukemia,
respectively. The instantiated antecedent matrix corresponding to ?X is
<T-cell leukemia : type : non-Hodgkin's lymphoma>1:0
Similarly for the ?Y antecedent:
<non-Hodgkin's lymphoma : type : leukemia>1:0
The instantiated ?Z antecedent is an empty matrix associated with leukemia, though. The similarity
vector S is (0:8 3;1;1) and the aggregated F(S) similarity equals to 0:9 4 then when using arithmetic
mean as the OWA operator. Therefore the result of the rule consequent application is approximately
<T-cell leukemia : type : non-Hodgkin's lymphoma>1:0 AND <T-cell leukemia : type : leukemia>0:989
5Possible instances of variables in rules and queries conforming to the rule/query statements are computed by
backtracking search among concepts in K.8 DERI TR 2009-03-23
when using the dynamic weighted mean in the 0:0 5;1:0 update of the A concept by the rule conse-
quent.
Evaluation of the query <?X : type : ?Y>1 AND <?Y : type : leukemia>1 on K yields the
instance vector S = (0:8 3;1) and F(S) = 0:91 6 when using arithmetic mean as F. The retrieved
instances w.r.t. K would then be
<T-cell leukemia : type : non-Hodgkin's lymphoma>0:7 3 AND <T-cell leukemia : type : leukemia>0:7 3
for ?X and
<non-Hodgkin's lymphoma : type : leukemia>0:91 6
for ?Y.
Since materialised rules introduce changes into the knowledge base, we must ensure that further
possible materialisations based on these changes are computed as well. This is realised by an
iterative search for a xed-point closure w.r.t. a given rule set. Various implementations of the
materialisation stability test are possible, resulting in dierent convergence properties and degrees
of completeness of the eventual closure. One can base the stability measure either on mean I2
dierences, or on the dierences of concept sizes (computed as jAj = jf(i;j)jai;j 6= 0gj for a
concept A) between consequent iterations. One can also combine these measures with relaxing the
respective stability threshold proportionally to the number of iterations so far, thus ensuring fast
convergence even for very large knowledge bases6.
Besides the rule-based closure computation and query-answering, we can straightforwardly
implement a simple analogical extension of target concepts by transfer of previously unknown
properties from similar source concepts. The extension is dened as K
 : M ! M;K
 (T) =
T + pop((fXj X 2 K
 (T)g)), where pop is a function selecting an arbitrary element from a set,
and X is a matrix with elements xi;j = xi;j if ti;j = 0 ^ xi;j 6= 0, xi;j = 0 otherwise. K
 : M ! 2M
is a so called retrieval of similar (up to a threshold  2 [0;1]) concepts from a concept set K;
K
 (Q) = f  !  (Q;A)AjA 2 K ^  !  (Q;A)  g. The retrieval essentially checks the knowledge base
for approximate satisability of the conjunction of statements that form the matrix Q. Then it
returns the respective concepts weighed by the actual similarity to Q. The source elements of the
K
 (T) set are supposed to have the same index as the T target concept in the case of the analogical
extension, thus pop() in the K
 computation is deterministic (the  result is a singleton).
Example 6 The extension of the target concept
<?X : type : disease>1:0 AND <?X : type : acute granulocytic leukemia> 1:0
from Example 2 by the source concept
<T-cell leukemia : type : disease>1:0 AND <T-cell leukemia : type : acute granulocytic leukemia> 0:65
AND <T-cell leukemia : type : infection> 0:6 3
is approximately
<T-cell leukemia : type : disease>1:0 AND <T-cell leukemia : type : acute granulocytic leukemia> 1:0
AND <T-cell leukemia : type : infection> 0:539
when assuming suciently set  threshold in the K
 computation.
6Pseudocode and implementation details of the rule evaluation and closure algorithms are out of scope for this
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3 Relational Database Back-End
To implement the inference and querying services eciently, we must allow for fast retrieval of
concepts in a knowledge base. For instance, we have to be able to instantly reduce the set of
candidate concepts for a particular similarity computation to prevent linear scanning of the whole
knowledge base. Here we describe how to straightforwardly achieve such an ecient implementation
using a light-weight interface to the state of the art relational database technology (we assume an
SQL database in the following).
3.1 Storing Concepts and Provenance
For storing the EUREEKA concepts in a database, we decompose the conceptual matrices into
particular statements as described in Section 2.1. Database stores tackling generic triple statements
represented in RDF [9] exist and perform satisfactorily even for large amounts of data [14]. However,
we have to deal also with several types of meta-information associated with the statements, namely
with: (i) certainty degrees; (ii) provenance regarding the sources the statements were extracted
from; (iii) contexts of the particular statements7; (iv) statement relevance scores (see Section 3.2
for details on concept and statement ranking); (v) indirect or indirect nature of the statement (i.e.,
whether it was inferred or directly extracted from the input, respectively).
Representation of such meta-knowledge in generic RDF stores is rather awkward and may be
highly inecient [32], too. Therefore we extend the database schema for triple statements described
in [14] as follows:
CREATE TABLE statements (
-> subj INTEGER NOT NULL,
-> pred INTEGER NOT NULL,
-> obj INTEGER NOT NULL,
-> degree FLOAT NOT NULL,
-> ctx INTEGER UNSIGNED NOT NULL,
-> score FLOAT NOT NULL,
-> direct INTEGER NOT NULL,
-> prov BLOB,
-> INDEX po (pred,obj),
-> INDEX op (obj,pred),
-> PRIMARY KEY (subj,pred,obj)
->);
The presented schema is essentially simpler than the one in [14], since we deal neither with the
dierence between resources and literals, nor with RDF blank nodes, etc. Subjects, predicates and
objects|the subj, pred, obj columns, respectively|are mere concept identiers, i.e., integers.
The mutual mappings between lexical terms, concepts and concept identiers are covered by an
ecient in-memory domain lexicon. It consists of several hash-based dictionaries catering for the
;ind projections and their inverses as specied in Denition 1. The content of the dictionaries
can be straightforwardly derived from machine-readable domain thesauri (see Section 4 for details).
The subj, pred, obj columns constitute three indices (including the implicit one created from the
primary key), allowing for fast retrieval of all types of row records required as per Section 3.3.
With regards to additional information bound to the (subj, pred, obj) triples, degree is simply
the respective statement's certainty degree in [ 1;1]. Contexts the particular statement belongs to
7In the scope of this work, we understand context as a sub-domain of the domain being processed (e.g., genomics
is a context within the biomedicine domain). Contexts may be distinguished for example by dierent sets of valid
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are encoded as a single integer. A map from particular digits in the binary representation of the ctx
value to context identiers is maintained externally in order to interpret it. Digits 1;0 mean that
the statement belongs or does not belong to the respective context. For instance, having a context
map biology $ 0;oncology $ 1;pharmacology $ 2;genomics $ 3, the value ctx = 9 ' 1001
means the respective statement belongs to the biology and genomics contexts.
The oat relevance score is assigned to statements as described in Section 3.2. The direct
column species whether a statement has been directly extracted from input resources (when not
equal to 0), or indirectly inferred (otherwise). The BLOB prov value is a binary compressed
sequence representing an intersection of sets of string identiers. These identier sets refer to the
input resources containing lexical terms corresponding to subj and obj concepts, respectively. For
publications (or generally for any resources having titles), we can employ SHA1 summing of their
titles in order to conveniently produce uniform resource identiers that are unlikely conicting.
3.2 Ranking for Anytime Computations
Particular queries or intermediate inference steps (such as identifying a set of candidates for an
analogical extension) may produce large number of results. This leads to ooding users with
possibly irrelevant answers, or to prolonged computation time, respectively. These problems can
be remedied by imposing relevance-based ordering on the concepts and presenting or processing
only the most relevant ones at time. This approach follows the paradigm of anytime algorithms [41],
measuring the quality of a fractional result in terms of its completeness w.r.t. all possible results.
We propose a combination of two scores for ranking concepts in the emergent EUREEKA
knowledge bases based on their lexical presence in the input resources and on links to other concepts,
respectively. The rst score|% : M ! [0;1]|is based on frequency of the lexical expressions bound
to respective concepts in the input resources:
%(A) = 
X
(S;)2(A)
X
t2S
(t)f(t)fD(t);
where  is a normalising constant (e.g., sum or maximum across all the non-normalised scores),
f(t) is an average absolute frequency of the term t per resource, fD(t) is the number of resources
containing the term t and  is the mapping dened in Denition 1. Essentially, the % score favours
concepts having respective terms appearing frequently in many documents, meaning that they are
relevant within the whole input corpus.
The second score| : M ! [0;1]|employs an adapted version of the HITS algorithm for an
on-demand determination of web page relevance [22]. The meaning of concepts in the EUREEKA
knowledge bases is given by their relations to other concepts. Thus we can very naturally use the
measure formerly designed for linked web pages { quite similarly, we can compute relative concept
signicance regarding \giving meaning" to other concepts. The concept \hub" measure in the HITS
terminology [22] corresponds to the objects a particular concept has, while the concept \authority"
measure is the number of subjects pointing to the respective concept as to an object. The concept
hub and authority values are computed following the normalised version of the HITS recursive
updates [22], where authority scores are based on the hub scores of the incoming links and vice
versa. We introduce certain modications, though:
1. The scores are computed on the whole knowledge base, not on a result set only as in the
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millions of concepts, which has been sucient for the EUREEKA application so far (even for
quite large life science knowledge repository, we were still dealing only with about 300;000
unique concepts).
2. We take the type of relations between concepts into account and weigh the respective subject-
predicate-object links according to the predicate signicance making use of its frequency in
the knowledge base. We use the following formula for the predicate weights wp computation:
wp(p) =
(
1
ln(e+f(p) l) if f(p)  l,
0 otherwise,
where f(p) is the absolute frequency of the predicate p among the statements in the knowledge
base and l is a limit frequency. Links between concepts represented by predicates with
frequency below the limit are not taken into account at all. The heuristic weighing eectively
reduces the inuence of very frequent, but rather generic relations (e.g., type), favouring less
frequent, but potentially signicant ones (e.g., involved in). The l limit serves for cutting
accidental noise o the result.
3. We aggregate the hub and authority scores into a single score for each concept according to
the following formula:
(A) =
a(A)
P
X2K a(X) + h(A)
P
X2K h(X)
P
X2K a(X) +
P
X2K h(X)
;
where hub;auth are the respective partial score functions and K is the set of all concepts
(i.e., a knowledge base). The combined score weighs the partial score values by the general
signicance of the authority and hub values within the given K.
Within the EUREEKA database back-end, the ;% scores are maintained as the score c,
score l columns in the following table indexed using the concept identier column:
CREATE TABLE scores (
-> concept INTEGER NOT NULL,
-> score c FLOAT NOT NULL,
-> score l FLOAT NOT NULL,
-> PRIMARY KEY (concept)
->);
The score column in the statements table is lled in by the (subj,pred,obj) statement
scores that are aggregated from the respective %, , and relative predicate frequency values:
score((subj;pred;obj)) =
(
W w1A+w2B
w1+w2 if f(pred)  l,
0 otherwise.
W =
logl(f(pred))
logl(max(ff(x)jx2Pg))), where l;f(x) are the limit and absolute frequencies, respectively, as used
in the relation-weighing above, and P is a set of all predicates. A;B equal to max(%(S)(S);%(O)
(O));min(%(S) (S);%(O)(O)), respectively. S;O are the concepts corresponding to the subj,
obj identiers according to the ind 1(subj); ind 1(obj) mappings and w1;w2 are positive real
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values. For instance, we may either be interested in all statements related to concepts with high
relevance (prioritising maximum scores in a statement), or we may consider relevant only statements
connecting two relevant concepts (putting emphasis on the minimum scores). The W value modies
the combined subject/object score based on the relative frequency of the respective predicate,
however, after an application of the logarithm in order to level out possibly uneven distribution of
the absolute predicate frequencies.
The scores associated with both statements and concepts allow for returning results or process-
ing knowledge base content in batches containing only the most relevant items. Whenever more
complete result is required, next batch of less relevant results can be fetched and processed.
3.3 Retrieving Concepts and Candidate Sets
The conceptual matrices corresponding to an identier i are re-constructed from the statements
table using the following SELECT command:
SELECT pred, obj, degree FROM statements WHERE subj=i;
The matrix ind 1(i) is straightforwardly lled in by the non-zero degree elements following the
resulting rows. The retrieval is ecient due to the spo index of the statements table. Changes of
concepts resulting from the u;v operator application are performed on the matrix and stored back
in the statements table using the respective UPDATE and/or INSERT commands.
Meta-information for an (s, p, o) statement is retrieved by this SELECT command:
SELECT ctx, score, direct, prov FROM statements WHERE subj=s AND pred=p AND obj=o;
The retrieval is again very ecient due to the primary index of the statements table. Note that the
ctx column may also be used directly for restricting the statements used for a conceptual matrix
ind 1(i) re-construction. Given a set of particular contexts encoded using an integer mask similarly
to the ctx column itself, matrix statements pertinent to the mask only are re-constructed this way:
SELECT pred, obj, degree FROM statements WHERE subj=i AND ctx&mask=mask;
Candidate concept identiers for rule/query variable instantiation or for analogical extension
are determined by a set of respective conditions that take into account the required relations and
sign of respective degrees. For example, the query <rapid antigen test : part of : ?X>1
AND <?X : type : clinical study>1 !1 ; imposes these conditions for the variable ?X in-
stances: (subj=i1, pred=i2, degree*1 > 0), (pred=i3, obj=i4, degree*1 > 0), where the
i1;i2;i3;i4 concept identiers correspond to the terms rapid antigen test,part of,type, cli-
nical study, respectively. Conditions for candidate sources regarding analogical extension of the
target concept <T-cell leukemia : type : disease>1:0 AND <T-cell leukemia : type : acute
granulocytic leukemia> 0:65 are: (pred=i3, obj= i5, degree*1 > 0), (pred=i3, obj=i6,
degree*( 0:65) > 0), where the i5;i6 concept identiers correspond to the terms disease, acute
granulocytic leukemia, respectively.
Let us assume Cs = f(pred = po;1;obj = oo;1;degree  do;1 > 0);:::(pred = po;m;obj =
oo;m;degreedo;m > 0)g;Co = f(subj = ss;1;pred = ps;1;degreeds;1 > 0);:::(subj = ss;n;pred =
ps;n;degree ds;n > 0)g such that Cs \Co = ;;Cs [Co = C being sub-sets of the full condition set
C. We construct the respective candidate sets using the following query:
SELECT DISTINCT subj FROM statements WHERE ((pred=po;1 AND obj=oo;1 AND degree*do;1>0) AND ::: AND (pred=po;m
AND obj=oo;m AND degree*do;m>0)) AND subj = ANY (SELECT DISTINCT obj FROM statements WHERE (subj=ss;1
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If Cs = ; or Co = ;, we use only the respective part of above nested query to compute the
candidates. If the eventual candidate set is empty, we can evaluate the respective SQL queries
with disjunctive instead of conjunctive conditions (i.e., replacing AND by OR between the (pred=x
AND obj=y AND degree*d>0) or (subj=u AND pred=v AND degree*e>0) chunks). This results in
retrieval of candidates partially matching the conditions specied. The concept similarity thresh-
olding to be used for the consecutively constructed matrices caters for ltering of irrelevant concepts
out from the partial result sets.
The retrieved candidate concept identiers are used for re-construction of conceptual matri-
ces from the statements table. These are further processed following the rule/query processing
or analogical extension methods described in Section 2.2. However, the size of the candidate set
may be rather large in some cases (e.g., when partially evaluating queries with very general condi-
tions), therefore we have to stratify the statements used for matrix reconstruction according to the
statement scores. This is done as follows:
SELECT pred, obj, degree, score FROM statements WHERE subj = ANY (Q) ORDER BY score desc;
The inner query Q is the expression used for the candidate set construction. The relevance-sorted
resulting statements can be consumed in batches within the conceptual matrix re-construction
process. This directly provides for anytime query answering or analogical extension computation
with gradual construction of more and more complete sets of answers8.
4 Oncology Literature Search
In order to test the principles and services introduced in Sections 2 and 3, we implemented them in
the form of a respective EUREEKA library and API. We applied the proof-of-concept prototype to a
scientic literature use case, putting special emphasis on cancer research publications, since we were
cooperating with a group of oncology experts through the application's requirements specication
and evaluation phases.
The essential requirements were the ability to: (i) search for publications containing particular
statements; (ii) browse the statements hidden in or implied by the publication content. These two
capabilities are lacking in the current state of the art solutions for biomedical publication search9.
At the same time, means for straightforward identication of such richer type of information in
publications were unequivocally considered as benecial for their day-to-day work by the interviewed
experts. Additional requirements were: (i) intuitiveness of the respective querying language and
user interface; (ii) eortlessness of the system maintenance. This is related to the obvious lack of
expertise in knowledge engineering on the potential user's side. It is neither realistic nor economical
to expect biomedical experts learning how to construct and query formalised machine-readable
knowledge bases correctly, therefore the maintenance and interface of the system should be as
eortless|preferably automated|and common sense as possible. The interviewed experts were
content with trading o absolute precision of the results for their purely automated generation.
8Note that while implementation of anytime query answering and analogical extension services is pretty straight-
forward, anytime knowledge base closure computation is generally non-trivial and is to be covered as an independent
contribution in another report.
9E.g., MEDLINE, PubMed, PubMed Central or Elsevier's ScienceDirect. See http://medline.cos.com/, http:
//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/, http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ or http://www.sciencedirect.com/, re-
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In order to address the collected requirements, we implemented a publication data processing
application on the top of the EUREEKA library10. Building on [25, 37], we used a NLP-based
heuristics to process chunk-parsed texts of sample oncological publications into subject-predicate-
object triples. The extracted triples encoded three types of ontological relations between concepts:
taxonomical|is a, or type|relationships, dierence of concepts (i.e., negative type relationships)
and generic relations (e.g., part of or affects). We extended the extracted triples to quads by
attaching scores computed similarly to the scores column in the statements table (see Section 3.2),
taking only the  scores into account, though.
The quads were processed using a so called ACE pipeline:
A for addition: The extracted quads were incrementally added into the initial knowledge base (as one concept per
a quad). We imported the EMTREE and NCI life science thesauri
11 to form a seed knowledge base dening
the basic domain semantics. The synonymy relations dened by the thesauri were also used in order to ll in
the EUREEKA domain lexicon catering for mapping of lexical terms to integer concept identiers.
C for closure: After the addition of new facts into the knowledge base, we computed its closure using a xed-
point evaluation of RDFS entailment rules [9] ported to the format specied in Denition 5. We assumed crisp
degrees and weights equal to 1 for the ported rules. Positive type relations were considered transitive and
anti-symmetric, part of and has part were set to be mutually inverse and transitive.
E for extension: All concepts extracted from the publication texts were analogically extended using candidates
containing 400 most relevant statements from the EUREEKA database store.
The  scores were computed after the addition step, taking only the explicitly stated or extracted
relations into account. Before the iterative closure, we applied the rule <?X : type : ?Z>1 AND <?Y
: type : ?Z>1 !1 <?X : type : ?Y> 0:5 AND <?Y : type : ?X> 0:5 within the resulting knowledge
base content. The rule was supposed to compute implicit dierent from statements according to an
intuitive assumption of dierence between direct sub-types of a class (e.g., infectious disease
and non-infectious disease should be dierent as they are direct sub-concepts of the disease
concept). The consequent degrees were set to  0:5 only to reect the implicit nature of these
relations (i.e., possibly, but not certainly dierent).
H(A;B) = 1
jHj
P
(i;j)2H jai;j   bi;jj distances were used as a basis for all the similarity com-
putations in the ACE pipeline. Arithmetic and weighted arithmetic means were used in the ,
u;v operators, respectively. The u;v parameters were set to 1;0:8, respectively, for u;v in the
addition step. 0:75 thresholds were used in the closure and extension steps. The w1;w2 parameters
for the aggregate statement score computation were set to 2;1, respectively, putting emphasis on
statements containing at least one relevant concept.
We exposed the content of the eventual knowledge base via a query-answering module. It was
returning answers sorted rst by the similarity to the particular query and then by the respective
statement scores. All answer statements were provided by their provenance and context informa-
tion. In order to be as intuitive as possible, the module supported simplied crisp queries in the
following form:
t j s : (NOT )?p : o( AND s : (NOT )?p : o)
NOT and AND stands for negation and conjunction, respectively. s;o may be either variable|
anything starting with the ? character or even the ? character alone|or a lexical expression.
10Pseudocode and particular implementation details are out of scope for this report, but can be found in [29].
11See http://www.embase.com/emtree/ and http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/terminologyresources, re-
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t;p may be lexical expressions only. The ? and  wildcards mean zero or one and zero or more
occurrences of the preceding symbols, respectively, j stand for or. The query expressions were
internally translated to the statement notation specied in Section 2, setting the degrees to  1
or +1 for the negative or positive crisp query statements, respectively. The query-answering was
implemented according to the rule/query evaluation algorithm outlined in Section 2.2.
Employing the ACE pipeline on a standard Linux server, we processed 11;761 articles related
to cancer research and treatment from a data set provided by Elsevier, B.V., withtin the Elsevier
Grand Challenge12 we participated in. From the articles, 215;645 concepts were extracted (and
analogically extended). Together with the data from the initial thesauri, the EUREEKA lexicon
contained 622;611 terms, referring to 347;613 unique concepts. The size of the emergent knowledge
base was 4;715;992 weighed statements (ca. 99 and 334 extracted and inferred statements per
publication in average, respectively). The related contextual meta-knowledge would amount to
about 10;000;000 additional statements if expressed in RDF triples. On this rather large knowledge
repository, we were able to evaluate arbitrary rules and queries in fractions to units of second due to
the database optimisation and anytime processing (i.e., on-demand evaluation of candidate results
in batches of a xed size).
Example queries and respective selected answers are as follows (omitting the associated meta-
information; also, note that ? indicates a variable symbol in the examples, i.e., it is no syntax
wild-card as in the previous paragraph):
QUERY: ? : type : breast cancer   ANSWER: <cystosarcoma phylloides : TYPE : breast cancer>1 ...
QUERY: rapid antigen testing:part of:? AND ?:type:clinical study   ANSWER: <dicom study : USE :
protein info>0:8 AND <initial study : INVOLVED :
patients>0:912 ...
QUERY: acute granulocytic leukemia:NOT type:T-cell leukemia   ANSWER: <acute granulocytic leukemia
: TYPE : T-cell leukemia> 0:664 ...
Building on the EUREEKA implementation, we designed CORAAL, a prototype for com-
prehensive scientic publication search. It combines the knowledge-based querying and browsing
with classical full-text search in publication texts, titles and authors. Figure 1 shows detailed
view of sample answer statements for the ? : type : breast cancer query. The negation
is explicitly displayed and inline meta-information with provenance publication info are provided.
More results can be seen when trying out the query in the CORAAL `Knowledge' search tab at
http://coraal.deri.ie:8080/coraal/.
Figure 1: Answer display
12See http://www.elseviergrandchallenge.com.16 DERI TR 2009-03-23
5 Experiments and Evaluation
First of all, we evaluated quality of representative sample answers provided by EUREEKA. To do so,
we picked 100 random concepts and generated 100 random statement queries based on the actually
extracted content of the oncological literature knowledge base. We let a committee of domain
experts vote on the relevance of respective concept and statement queries to their day-to-day work
and used the following most relevant ones to evaluate the EUREEKA answers:
Concept queries: myelodysplastic syndrome; p53; BAC clones; primary cilia; colorectal cancer
Statement queries: ? : type : breast cancer; ? : part of:immunization; ?:NOT type:chronic neu-
trophilic leukemia; rapid antigen testing : part of : ? AND ? : type : clinical study; ? : as
: complementary method AND ? : NOT type : polymerase chain reaction
We used the traditional notions of precision and recall for the answer quality evaluation, with
average results summed up in Table 1. For a base-line comparison, we considered two possibilities {
either a state-of-the-art triple store with querying/inference support, or a full-edged logics-based
reasoner. We chose to employ Virtuoso, a triple store with database back-end supporting rule-
based RDFS inference and querying [14]. The experimental data were transformed to RDFS for
the base-line, omitting the unsupported negative statements and considering all triples crisp. Note
that we tested also the Pellet reasoner (cf. http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/) as a base-line sup-
porting negation (e.g., dierence via logical disjointness), however, with no meaningful results due
to its poor data scalability and inconsistencies introduced by conicts of the emergent disjointness
and taxonomical relations. From uncertain inference systems, we tested fuzzyDL [7] as a base-line
candidate, too, nevertheless, it exhibited serious scalability problems again. Moreover, the (fuzzy)
logical inference engines' answers were often relatively sparsely populated after manual reduction of
the experimental data-set to a tractable consistent fragment and transformation of the queries into
concept description satisability checks. The reason was the support of relations between (fuzzy)
logical individuals only (this left out many emergent statements involving \classes", which were rel-
evant according to the evaluators, nonetheless). By virtue of the necessary data-set reduction and
insuciency of the eventual results, we could not even use the logics-based frameworks as an ade-
quate base-line in our application scenario. P, R, F in the table columns stands for precision, recall
Q. type/measure Ps Rs Fs Pd Rd Fd
concepts 0:474 0:143 0:183 0:496 0:154 0:234
concepts (base) 0:591 0:031 0:056 0:405 0:061 0:102
statements 0:719 0:583 0:586 0:704 0:489 0:541
statements (base) 0:169 0:053 0:067 0:216 0:145 0:171
Table 1: Precision/recall results summary
and F-measure (computed as
2(PR)
P+R ), respectively. The s and d subscripts indicate retrieved state-
ment and corresponding provenance document precision (or recall), respectively. Base-line results
for concept and statement queries are given in the respective base lines. Particular precision/recall
values were computed as follows. Let C be the corpus of the publications processed by EUREEKA.
Ps = CSR
ASR;Rs = CSR
CSA, where CSR;ASR is a number of correct and all answer statements returned
by EUREEKA, respectively. CSA is the number of all correct statements relevant to the query,
as entailed by C data. Pd = RDR
ADR;Rd = RDR
RDA, where RDR;ADR is a number of relevant and
all correct statement provenance publications returned by EUREEKA, respectively. RDA is the
number of all publications in C relevant to the query and its correct answers.
The degrees in the answer statements were taken into account in this way: if their absolute
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statement was deemed neither correct, nor incorrect, and was not considered in the precision/recall
computation. Statements originating solely from the initial thesauri were discarded, too. First 400
results were only examined when more eligible answers were available. The results' relevance and
numbers of the gold-standard statements and/or publications were determined by domain experts.
They did so in a detailed analysis of the C article corpus via a full-text search. They examined
both explicit and implicit knowledge in the paragraph contexts of the query and answer terms, as
well as in the related NCI and EMTREE thesauri entries. Unequivocal agreement of evaluators
was required at all times.
In terms of F-measure, EUREEKA clearly outperformed the base-line. The dierence was more
than two and three-fold regarding Fs for concept and statement queries, respectively. Similarly, Fd
was more than eight and three times higher. The base-line precision was higher for Ps, though.
This was caused by the absence of (partially incorrect) negative statements in the base-line results.
On the other hand, statement recall of EUREEKA was much higher due to presence of negative
and also analogically inferred relations that matched the gold standard. EUREEKA's precision
for statement queries was much higher mainly due to support for soft evaluation { some incorrect
crisp statements returned by the base-line were ltered out in EUREEKA due to low certainty in
the presented result. Generally better results for statement queries were caused by the fact that
only statements directly related to the instances conforming to the query structure were taken into
account. For concept-only queries, all resulting statements were considered due to lack of structure
in the query.
The EUREEKA results may still be considered rather poor when compared to the gold standard
(i.e., F-measure for concept queries around 0:2). However, one must realise that the construction
of the gold standard only for the 10 sample queries took almost two working days of an expert
committee. The EUREEKA knowledge base was produced purely automatically in about the same
time for much larger amounts of data. The queries take seconds to evaluate and one can nd many
relevant (even if not all) answers very quickly, as can be seen in Table 2. The retrieval lines show the
Task/result set 1-10 11-50 51-100 101-200 201-400 more
retrieval 0:671 0:513 0:469 0:222 0:056 N/A
retrieval (base) 0:593 0:725 0:667 N/A N/A N/A
extension 0:780 0:668 0:430 0:227 0:092 0:090
extension (base) 0:300 0:229 0:293 0:172 0:141 0:220
Table 2: Distribution of relevant results
average statement precision values per buckets of statements resulting from the evaluated concept
queries. In EUREEKA, the results were sorted according to the score dened in Section 3.2 and
presented on-demand in anytime manner. For a base-line, no particular ordering was applied. The
results in Table 2 clearly show that the proposed sorting pushes more relevant statements to the
top of the result set. The criteria of anytime algorithms are satised { the solution converges to a
better quality, which is completeness in this case. For the base-line, the distribution is apparently
random, forcing the user to go through more statements when looking for appropriate answers.
The extension lines in Table 2 show the average RS
AS values per buckets of candidates for an ana-
logical extension of the myelodysplastic syndrome,p53,BAC clones,primary cilia,colorectal
cancer target concepts. RS, AS is the number of relevant and all concepts in a bucket, respectively.
Relevance to an analogical extension of the target concept was determined by the domain expert
committee in an unequivocal agreement again. Similarly to the concept retrieval, we examined
sorted and unsorted sequences of candidate statements. The rst 400 statements were fully exam-18 DERI TR 2009-03-23
ined. From the remaining ones, we evaluated 200 random statements. We can see that selecting
rst 400 sorted statements for the analogical extension as described in Section 4 includes signi-
cant fraction of the relevant statements. At the same time, it reduces the computation time more
than 100-fold in average due to smaller candidate sets for similarity checks. This is a considerable
trade-o for absolute completeness. The computation can simply be resumed and ran exhaustively
for all possible extensions, nonetheless, conforming to the anytime paradigm again.
6 Related Work
The rst area of related work consists of approaches combining the principles of emergent seman-
tics [1] with ontology learning [10]. [4] examines combination of automatic knowledge extraction
with ontology engineering and debugging, however, the approach still requires signicant manual
eorts for the extracted knowledge to be properly and reliably exploited. [20] describes a combi-
nation of ontology learning and reasoning, consisting mostly of inconsistency resolution in learned
knowledge and consequent essentially trivial logical inference, though. [24] looks into perspec-
tives of emergent semantics for learned ontologies, proposing a general bottom-up methodology for
emergent knowledge maintenance with no particular technical contribution. [31] researches cluste-
ring-based emergent construction of ontologies from text managed by a multi-agent self-organising
system. No mechanisms for robust and meaningful integration of expressive learned ontologies be-
yond set union or statistical concept clustering are oered neither in [24], nor in [31]. Moreover, no
formalism allowing for arbitrary inference and/or automated renement of the emergent ontologies
is elaborated.
In terms of alternative knowledge representation principles, conceptual spaces [16] aim to com-
plement logics-based approaches from the soft computing stance. However, it is unclear how to
eectively exploit ontology learning results within the geometrical framework proposed in [16], let
alone rather intricate issues related to its formalisation [2], consequent implementation and ac-
cessibility. In all these respects, our approach is more applicable for out-of-the-box processing of
emergent knowledge by AI laymen.
Regarding related similarity-based approaches to reasoning, [36] concerns query answering by
retrieval of similar records from an in-memory database on a fast massively parallel machine. We
also partly share motivations with the agent architecture for memory-based analogical reason-
ing [23]. However, these approaches do not allow for easy incorporation of noisy automatically
extracted data. They also do not support straightforward deployment to arbitrary domain based
on an import of legacy resources, or on intuitive user involvement via custom rules. This makes
our solution more exible and easily applicable.
The conception of analogical reasoning about automatically extracted conceptual graphs [35] is
very close to our approach. However, [35] assumes transformation of the noisy emergent knowledge
into precise conceptual graphs, which reduces the range of possible inputs a lot. As of now, one
cannot expect that the automatic methods will always produce meaningful and expressive enough
results. [35] does not propose any mechanism for tackling pollution of the knowledge bases by noisy
emergent data. Conceptual graphs are by denition equivalent to (a subset of) crisp predicate logics
and even the ad hoc strategies for coping with dynamic, vague or inconsistent input proposed in [34]
do not ensure as robust deployment as our approach.
Approaches for ecient semantic solutions building on relational databases include [14] for
RDF(S), [5, 8] for OWL [6] or Description Logics [3], and [38] for RDFS and a sub-set of OWL.DERI TR 2009-03-23 19
[5] provides only for limited inference services in a scalable manner, while [8] becomes virtually
impossible to manage for dynamic emergent knowledge due to tight coupling of Description Logics
classes and roles with respective table schemata. Moreover, neither [8], nor [5] support uncer-
tain data assertions, approximate query answering or straightforward user-dened rule evaluation.
[14, 38] provide for rule-based inference, however, no support for noisy knowledge is provided by
the respective engines. Soft and universally ranked query evaluation is also missing. The anytime
processing of statements implemented in EUREEKA is similar to top-k query answering in tradi-
tional databases [27] to some extent. We provide for anytime processing of knowledge using quality
measures stemming from the stored data, not from queries, though. This is much more appropriate
for our use case, where users are very often not aware of their specic requirements that may have
helped classical top-k query evaluation.
Several information systems tackle knowledge-based publication search similarly to EURE-
EKA's application within the CORAAL tool. GoPubMed [13] dynamically extracts parts of the
Gene Ontology (cf. http://www.geneontology.org/) relevant to the query, which are then used
for restriction and a sophisticated visualisation of the classical PubMed search results. GoPubMed,
nevertheless, does not oer querying for or browsing of arbitrary publication knowledge { terms
and relations not present in the system's rather static ontologies simply cannot be reected in the
search. On the other hand, EUREEKA works on any domain and extracts arbitrary knowledge
from publications automatically, although the oered benets may not be as high due to possibly
higher level of noisiness. Textpresso [28] is quite similar to EUREEKA concerning searching for
relations between concepts in particular chunks of text, although much less scalable in number
of publications. Moreover, the underlying ontologies and their instance sets have to be provided
manually, whereas EUREEKA can operate even without any legacy ontology.
The SOBA system [11] for ontology-based information extraction tackles a dierent domain
(soccer), but it is also relevant to EUREEKA, since it makes use of NLP technologies and back-
ground ontologies in order to extract and integrate knowledge from textual resources. Still, it
requires quite a lot of manual eort before application in a particular domain, especially regard-
ing a specic internal ontology for named entity resolution and grammar rules. This makes its
straightforward deployment and/or adaptation to a new domain much less easy than in our case.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented EUREEKA, a novel framework for exploitation of emergent knowledge, namely
in the form of statements automatically extracted from natural language texts. The framework has
been implemented using a relational database back-end allowing for ecient concept retrieval and
also for anytime computation of inference/querying results. EUREEKA is an ecient light-weight
alternative to the current semantic solutions, which are rather ill-suited regarding noisy emergent
data and not apt for full implementation using database technologies.
The results of the EUREEKA proof-of-concept application clearly show the improvement over
a similarly scalable state-of-the-art solution. The EUREEKA's soft similarity-based inference and
querying generally provided for more precise and representative results. The proposed relevance-
based sorting supported better usability and scalability due to the support of anytime processing
of both intermediate and nal results.
Apart of the results presented in this report, EUREEKA has been deployed as an essential
part of CORAAL [29], a comprehensive knowledge-based life science literature search engine. The20 DERI TR 2009-03-23
tool has been recently selected among four nalists of the Elsevier Grand Challenge, a major
international competition aimed at knowledge enhancement in life sciences. This further proves
the potential of the EUREEKA framework.
Major future work directions are these: rstly, we will extend the current implementation to a
distributed framework allowing for federated storage and querying of arbitrarily large knowledge
bases. Secondly, we are going to properly elaborate and evaluate the dynamic anytime updates
of the rule-based closures. Thirdly, in order to complement our approach by the wisdom of the
crowds, we have to propose sound mechanisms for user involvement in the emergent knowledge
(in)validation, updates, and general maintenance.
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